
 

 
 

IC Imagine, Inc. School Communication Policy 
 
Schools have many lines of communication to maintain: with stakeholders and families, with other schools,               
with the community, with outside agencies, and within the school. Good communication between the school               
and the home is essential, and children achieve more when schools and stakeholders work together.               
Stakeholders can naturally help more if they know what the school is trying to achieve. 
 
In our school we aim to have clear and effective communications with all stakeholders and with the wider                  
community. Effective communications enable us to share our aims and values, through keeping stakeholders              
well informed about school life. This reinforces the important role that stakeholders play in supporting the                
school. 
 
Aims 
 
Our school aims are to ensure all communications are: 

• Clear 
• Comprehensive 
• Two-way  
• Timely 

 
Respective Responsibilities 
 
This explains the school’s aims and values, the school’s responsibilities towards the children and stakeholders;               
the responsibilities of stakeholders; and, what the school expects from the children. 
 
School 
The school will undertake to ensure that: 

• Stakeholders and children have clear lines of communications 
• The curriculum is clearly communicated to stakeholders 
• Stakeholders are informed of forthcoming events within appropriate timelines 
• All communications will be treated as confidential within the school context 

 
Stakeholders 
The stakeholders will undertake to: 

• Read the key communications issued by the school (for example, daily email, school website,              
homework log, planner) 

• Raise issues or concerns at the earliest opportunity with the school in the appropriate manner – and act                  
on the communication (for example, attending special meeting) 

o First with the Collegiate Leader 
o Then with the appropriate Dean 
o Lastly, with the Head of School 
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Open Door Policy 
 
Email 
We encourage stakeholders to use email to communicate with Collegiate Leaders. This would be appropriate               
where inquiries are not deemed urgent by the parent (for example, seeking clarification of a school event). 
 
All emails will be treated with full confidentiality and the responses will be made by the member of staff                   
addressed. Please note all emails should specify the member of staff to whom the query is addressed.  
 
Our aim is to respond to stakeholders as quickly as possible; we try to ensure a response to an email on the next                       
working day: if later, we will communicate the response time. 
 
 
Telephone 
Telephone inquiries are appropriate where matters are deemed more urgent by the parent, such as particular                
information about a child’s welfare. 
 
Our aim is to respond to stakeholders as quickly as possible; we will try to arrange a return telephone call within                     
twenty-four (24) hours, or on the next regularly scheduled school day. 
 
 
Appointments 
If necessary, stakeholders can visit the school to ask questions, gain support or to have the opportunity to talk                   
about their child/home issues with either the child’s Collegiate Leader, the Dean of students or the Head of                  
School. Stakeholders are asked schedule appointments for meetings in advance in order to provide an               
opportunity for the school to organize coverage as needed. Our aim is to see the stakeholders as quickly as                   
possible; we try to arrange meetings within seventy two (72) hours. 
 
Additional Support Meetings 
When children have additional support needs, or if they are making less than the expected progress, we may                  
find it helpful to meet with stakeholders more regularly. These meetings may include members of the Student                 
Support Team, other school personnel or other agencies as appropriate.  
 
We welcome the presence of any other adult the parent wishes to invite to a school meeting for support, or to                     
act as an interpreter. We will also make any reasonable adjustments to our arrangements if this will enable a                   
parent with a disability to attend/ participate fully in a meeting at our school, or to receive and understand a                    
communication. 
 
School Handbook 
The school handbook contains a range of specified information to give stakeholders a full picture of routines at                  
our school. This handbook is subject to ongoing revisions as deemed necessary by the Head of School, School                  
Leadership Team and/or the Board of Directors. 
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Website access to School Documentation 
The school makes a range of documentation available to stakeholders on the school website. 
 
Collegiate Leaders Newsletter 
The Collegiate Leader grade level teams will send home a weekly newsletter updating families on curriculum,                
special events and classroom needs/expectations.  
 
The School Leadership Team will communicate regularly with enrolled families via email or newsletter. 
 
School-Wide Communications 
From time to time, the school may find it necessary to communicate a particular message the entirety of the                   
school community. The school may use any number of resources to accommodate this needs, such as an                 
automated telephone voice message, automated electronic mail message, school website and social media. In              
order to ensure that all stakeholders receive information timely, stakeholders are required to provide the school                
with current telephone and electronic mail contact information. 
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